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Abstract 19 

 20 

Reduction of fossil fuel-related methane emissions has been identified as an essential means for 21 
climate change mitigation, but emission source identification remains elusive. We combine three 22 
complementary satellite data sets to survey single methane emission sources on the west coast of 23 
Turkmenistan, one of the largest methane hotspots in the world. We found 29 different super-24 
emitters active in the 2017-2020 time period, 24 of them being inactive flares that are now venting 25 
gas. This suggests a causal relationship between the decrease in flaring and the increase in 26 
venting. At the regional level, 2020 shows a substantial increase in the number of methane plume 27 
detections concerning previous years. Our results reveal that emissions from the west coast of 28 
Turkmenistan could be drastically reduced by proper maintenance of infrastructure and operations, 29 
and that new satellite methods promise a revolution in the detection and monitoring of methane 30 
point emissions worldwide. 31 

 32 
Introduction 33 
 34 
Methane (CH4) is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas, with a relatively short 35 
lifetime in the atmosphere (9±1 years) and with 86 times the global warming potential of carbon 36 
dioxide over 20 years (1). During the past few decades, CH4 concentrations have risen rapidly (2) 37 
to record highs that compromise the 2°C temperature target of the Paris Agreement relative to the 38 
pre-industrial era (3). Therefore, the reduction of CH4 emissions has been identified as a key 39 
climate change mitigation measure in the short to medium term (4).  40 
 41 
Among the sectors with the highest contributions to CH4 emissions is the oil and gas (O&G) 42 
industry. CH4 emissions from this sector are particularly difficult to quantify because they are often 43 
the result of unplanned occurrences, i.e. leaks, equipment malfunctions, or abnormal process 44 
conditions, of which quantity, duration, and frequency can differ strongly across regions, operators, 45 
and stages of the O&G supply chain (5). These events can result in so-called super-emissions, 46 
which disproportionately account for a significant fraction of total emissions (6–9). In addition to 47 
unforeseen events, emissions from the sector can come from controlled flaring and venting 48 
processes, which are, respectively, the combustion and direct liberation of excess natural gas 49 
produced. Flaring and venting are primarily done for safety reasons (10), but may also be for 50 
economic or operational reasons (11). The objective of flaring is to avoid the direct release of gas 51 
in the atmosphere by burning it. However, numerous studies show that the use of flaring does not 52 
always guarantee complete combustion of the gas stream in the flare (12–15). Although the use of 53 
flaring is preferable to venting from climate perspective, both are seen as indicators of poor 54 
resource utilization, where the use of more economically and environmentally sustainable 55 
alternatives for the use of excess gas is preferred (16). The use and regulation of flaring and venting 56 
depend on the policies and laws in force in each country or region (16, 17), and only a small number 57 
of geographic areas have been subject to transparent and publicly verifiable reviews of emissions. 58 
Therefore, the credibility of globally reported industrial CH4 emissions has recently been highly 59 
questioned (5). The IEA (International Energy Agency) Methane Tracker report (18) and the U. N. 60 
report (4) conclude that a large fraction of the emission mitigation options are technically feasible 61 
and cost-effective, and that oil and gas companies can take considerable low-cost and cost-saving 62 
measures to reduce CH4 emissions from pipelines, drilling and other facilities, but this would require 63 
greater control of all phases of O&G extraction, processing and transport. 64 
 65 
As CH4 is an odourless and colourless gas for humans, the detection of emissions requires specific 66 
sensors sensitive to the gas. Traditionally, the detection and measurement of emissions have been 67 
performed through onsite campaigns focusing on locations where suspected undeclared emissions 68 
may be present. In situ measurements of ground-based campaigns can be very costly and, 69 
depending on their objective, the data collected will be different. For example, an accurate estimate 70 
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of emission rates is not necessary for leak detection and repair, whereas for the investigation of 71 
region-wide emission rates the detection of individual sources might not be required. Airborne 72 
campaigns allow coverage of larger areas, but they can be expensive and not very practical in 73 
many cases, like in production fields located in remote places (e.g., in the deserts of the Middle 74 
East) or for the detection of leaks from long-distance pipelines. In this context, satellites are capable 75 
of emission detection and monitoring at different scales (from local to global) and over long periods 76 
of time, as opposed to temporally discrete field measurement campaigns. However, detection from 77 
space will be limited to large emissions. 78 

Recently, great advances have been made in the detection and quantification of O&G emissions 79 
from space. Since 2017, the TROPOMI sensor onboard Sentinel-5P provides daily global CH4 80 
concentration data with a 7x5.5 km2 pixel resolution (19). This allows detection of CH4 concentration 81 
enhancements at the regional scale (e.g., 17–21), but in general, does not enable the determination 82 
of single point sources. On the other hand, the GHGSat instruments and so-called hyperspectral 83 
satellite missions like PRISMA, ZY1 AHSI and Gaofen-5 AHSI are able to map CH4 plumes from 84 
single emitters at high spatial resolution (25-50 m GHGSat and 30m the rest) with a detection limit 85 
roughly between 100 and 1000 kg/h, suitable to detect medium to strong point emitters worldwide 86 
(13, 25, 26). The systematic application of these measurements, however, is limited by their sparse 87 
spatio-temporal coverage (see Materials and Methods). The recent realisation of the CH4 mapping 88 
potential of so-called multispectral missions with frequent global coverage holds promise to 89 
alleviate this gap (27). Missions like Sentinel-2 (S2) and Landsat 8 (L8) cover the entire world with 90 
a relatively high spatial and temporal resolution (20 m and less than 5 days revisit time for S2, and 91 
30 m and less than 15 days revisit time for L8), so they are able to continuously monitor CH4 plumes 92 
under favorable conditions (typically, strong emissions over spatially homogeneous areas). In 93 
particular, S2 provides a very high spatio-temporal sampling and data volume, which makes it to 94 
be the best mission for systematic monitoring of CH4 sources in those locations where the site 95 
characteristics enable CH4 retrievals with multispectral missions. L8 and its precursors in the 96 
Landsat series do not provide such a high density of observations but allow to extend the time 97 
series to years and even decades before the S2 era. This recently-developed satellite-based CH4 98 
monitoring scenario allows to detect single point emissions of the largest CH4 hotspot regions in 99 
the world, which are identified with TROPOMI’s moderate resolution observations (28).  100 

One example of those CH4 hotspot regions is the west coast of Turkmenistan, located in the Balkan 101 
province on the shores of the Caspian Sea, within the South Caspian Basin (SCB). This is a desert 102 
area where the main human activity is the production of O&G and derived products, with a residual 103 
presence of other possible anthropogenic CH4 sources such as livestock, rice fields or landfills (29, 104 
30) and an abundant presence of mud volcanoes (more than twenty), some of which are associated 105 
with O&G seepage (31). According to Scarpelli et al. (29), the country of Turkmenistan is one of 106 
the largest emitters of CH4 from O&G-related sources: eighth in oil-derived emissions (0.88 Tg a-1) 107 
and ninth in gas emissions (0.52 Tg a-1) in 2016, although the IEA estimates a total of 3.92 Tg a-1 108 
of CH4 emissions in 2020 (almost 3 times more) (18). BP estimates that Turkmenistan has the 109 
fourth-largest natural gas reserves in the world with proven reserves of 19.5 trillion cubic meters, 110 
nearly 10 percent of the world's total, and is in the top 50 largest oil reserves in the world, with 111 
proven reserves of 0.6 thousand million barrels (32). However, its annual production is far below 112 
its potential due to the geopolitical situation it maintains (33). Despite this, short-term forecasts 113 
indicate that production will increase due to an increase in demand from China in the coming years. 114 
Therefore, the country is allocating most of its investments in the energy sector, focusing mainly 115 
on the construction of new pipelines, new phases of exploitation in extraction fields, petrochemical 116 
plants, and compressor stations (33, 34). 117 

Within the country, CH4 emissions are not equally distributed. In recent years TROPOMI has 118 
detected strong CH4 concentration enhancements in the western coastal belt belonging to the SCB. 119 
In this region there are 26 active fields, 21 onshore and 5 offshore, producing crude oil, condensate, 120 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), and gas in different proportions (see Fig. 1). The SCB is also the only 121 
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basin producing mainly crude oil in Turkmenistan, in contrast to the other basins, the Kushka and 122 
Amu-Dar'ya Basins (35, 36), which mainly extract gas. 123 

In this work, we generate a satellite-based high spatial and temporal resolution survey of CH4 point 124 
emissions over the west coast of Turkmenistan based on the hotspot locations provided by the 125 
TROPOMI observations. This survey covers an area of approximately 21500 km2 and the time 126 
period between January 2017 and November 2020. Our analysis relies on three different types of 127 
space-based CH4 measurements, which are used synergistically: TROPOMI data facilitate the 128 
delimitation of the study area and the identification of the most active regions; the hyperspectral 129 
images from PRISMA and ZY1 AHSI allow the identification of medium-to-strong emitters and the 130 
accurate quantification of emission rates for those regions in a limited set of days; finally, the 131 
multispectral data from S2 and L8 enable the constant monitoring of the emissions from the 132 
emission points unveiled by the hyperspectral data (see Materials and Methods). We choose the 133 
west coast of Turkmenistan for this study because it offers an ideal combination of extreme CH4 134 
emissions with a bright and relatively homogeneous surface. This allows us to best evaluate this 135 
unprecedented combination of CH4 data streams as well as to extract its full potential. 136 
 137 
 138 
Results 139 
 140 
Analysis of emission sources 141 

Combining the hyperspectral and multispectral high spatial resolution satellite data, we have 142 
detected 29 emission points with activity between January 2017 and November 2020 (Fig. 2). The 143 
areas with the highest density of point sources in our high-resolution survey coincide with the 144 
strongest CH4 enhancements over the west coast of Turkmenistan, as seen in the regional-scale 145 
maps generated from TROPOMI moderate resolution data (Fig. 1) 146 

The 20-30 m sampling of the hyperspectral and multispectral satellites in combination with very 147 
high-resolution imagery from Google Earth, Bing Maps and Esri (<2.5m/pix) provide sufficient 148 
information to determine the coordinates of emission sources with high precision, especially for 149 
those emitters with many detected plumes (see Materials and Methods). Combining these data, we 150 
have identified the sources of 26 of the 29 points. We find that the vast majority of the emitters (24 151 
of them) are inactive flares that vent gas. Several of them have flaring activity before 2017 152 
according to the historical record of the S2, Landsat 5, 7, and 8 satellites, and Google Earth, Bing 153 
and Esri images, and three of them had an active flare at the beginning of the study period (Fig. 154 
S1), followed by CH4 emissions as soon as the flare disappeared. The flaring activity is discussed 155 
in more detail in the following sections. 156 

The 24 emitting flares are distributed across different onshore fields of the SCB with a higher 157 
density in the Goturdepe, Barsa-Gelmez and Korpeje fields (Fig. S2, and labeled with emitters A.X, 158 
B.X and D.X, respectively in Fig. 2). These three fields have the highest production (Table 1) and 159 
are also three of the oldest ones in the basin. This coincides with the 2013 Carbon Limits report, 160 
which indicates that most of the flares are concentrated in fields built before 1990 (37). Most of the 161 
emitters are in fields where the predominant activity is crude oil and condensate production, except 162 
for the Korpeje field that extracts mainly gas (see Table 1). Two of the emitting flares are around 163 
an oil power plant linked to the Goturdepepe field. The fields where we have detected emissions 164 
are directly managed by two large state companies, which at the same time control most of the 165 
Turkmenistan fields (35). Although all SCB fields have been analyzed, no emissions have been 166 
recorded between January 2017 and November 2020 from the fields managed by the other five 167 
companies operating in the area, which are based in other countries. 168 

Regarding the two other emitters with a known origin, the plumes from points A.10 and E.2 (see 169 
Fig. 2) are due to pipeline leaks that persist over several months. In the case of A.10, the leak is 170 
active for more than a year between 2019 and 2020, while at E.2, we observe emissions from April 171 
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to October 2018. It has been possible to confirm that these two emissions are due to leaks because 172 
the start of the emission coincides with anomalies in the surface (visible in RGB images), and the 173 
CH4 plumes seem to originate in pipelines. In E.2, it is also possible to see a liquid spill emanating 174 
from the leak (see Fig. S3). 175 

In the case of the three remaining emission points (A.8, A.9 and B.1), it is difficult to attribute them 176 
to a particular source. Leaks are the most likely origin, given that the three points are located just 177 
above pipes, that the facilities are old in these fields and that, according to the 2013 Carbon Limits 178 
report, the pipeline network (controlled by the national gas company Turkmengas) "is characterised 179 
by its old and inefficient equipment" (37). However, we do not have access to records of incidents 180 
or leaks recorded by the operators and cannot confirm the source of the emissions because the 181 
very high-resolution imagery available is not sufficiently up to date to support this hypothesis, and 182 
the resolution of S2 and Landsat imagery is not sufficient in these cases to distinguish a clear 183 
change in the surface in visual imagery. Regarding the temporal evolution of these emissions, point 184 
A.9 only shows emissions during September 2020, which would indicate either that the emission 185 
source has already been fixed or that the emission rates have decreased below the S2 detection 186 
limit. Point A.8 shows emissions since 2017, whereas point B.1 has been emitting at least since 187 
2015, according to L8 detections. Both have maintained emissions at least until the end of our 188 
study period in November 2020. 189 

None of the detected emitters is linked to mud volcanoes despite those being potential sources of 190 
CH4 and having a high presence in the area. 191 

Magnitude of the emissions 192 

We have developed methods to quantify CH4 concentration enhancements and flux rates from the 193 
hyperspectral data (13). Using the hyperspectral data, we have detected 25 plumes from 12 of the 194 
emitters on different dates (see Materials and Methods). The estimated emission fluxes vary 195 
considerably, with 1.400 ± 400 kg/h being the lowest emission and 19.600 ± 8.000 kg/h the largest 196 
detected emission (see Fig. S4). 197 

The coincident overpass time of S2, PRISMA and ZY1 (2 - 5 minutes difference) has enabled us 198 
to capture emissions concurrently with S2 and the hyperspectral systems (see Fig. S5). Using the 199 
accurate CH4 concentration enhancement maps from the hyperspectral systems as a reference, 200 
we can assess the detection limits of the substantially lower signal-to-noise ratio S2 observations. 201 
This exercise shows that S2 can detect emissions of at least 1800 ± 200 kg/h for the Turkmenistan 202 
desert scenes, as this is the smallest emission for which we have a coincident detection with the 203 
hyperspectral data. This is the minimum flux rate that we set for the plumes detected by S2 (944 204 
plumes in total) between January 2017 and November 2020 (Fig. S4). 205 

We have estimated the approximate annual flux emitted from the 29 emitters identified in the study 206 
area, i.e., the total CH4 flux emitted from the sources that we sample in our study. This calculation 207 
is based on an average flux rate estimated from the 25 plumes detected with the hyperspectral 208 
data and the average emission frequency calculated from the multispectral data set. Further details 209 
of the annual calculation are given in Materials and Methods. As a result, we have obtained a 210 
resulting integrated flux of 0.28 Tg a-1 (0.25-0.31 Tg a-1 95% confidence interval). 211 

Temporal evolution of the emissions 212 

The monitoring of emissions during 2017-2020 using S2 data has shown a remarkable difference 213 
in the number of detected plumes from each emitter over time. In general, 2018 was the year with 214 
the fewest detected emissions, while 2020 has been the year with the most detected emission 215 
plumes, double the number detected in 2018 (see Fig. 4 and Table 1). This relationship also holds 216 
when we normalize the number of emissions by the number of clear-sky observations in each 217 
period. 218 
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Not all fields have had the same evolution. Figure 4 shows the examples of the Goturdepe, Korpeje 219 
and Gogerendag fields (labelled in Fig. 2 with emitters A.X, D.X and C.X, respectively) as 220 
representative cases of different temporal evolution patterns. Goturdepe is one of the fields with 221 
the highest number of identified emitters, and its temporal evolution clearly shows a decrease in 222 
the number of emissions between 2018 and the beginning of 2019, while in the years 2017 and 223 
2020, the emission density is notably higher. Regarding the Korpeje field, Varon et al. reported in 224 
2019 emissions from three different points (25), one of which is named in this paper as D.7. 225 
Immediately after the article submission (May 2019) emissions stopped from that source, but both 226 
our analysis and the one by Varon et al. (2021) (27) show that emissions resumed after a few 227 
months (according to our observations in September 2019, see Fig. S6 emitter D.7). Finally, the 228 
Gogerendag field stands out for the direct relationship between the end of the use of flaring and 229 
the start of emissions, i.e., at the beginning of the monitoring period, emitters in this field had flaring 230 
activity, but CH4 emission events began to occur right after the flaring signal was no longer visible. 231 
In the second half of 2019, it can be seen how after several months of flaring inactivity, both emitters 232 
released CH4 on the same day, and then a flare is observed intermittently at C.1 before it remains 233 
off at least until the end of our study period. Once flaring was inactive, the number of CH4 emissions 234 
detected by S2 increased. This same flaring-emission relationship is repeated at point F.3, which 235 
shows an intense flaring signal at the beginning of the study, but in July 2018, the flaring 236 
disappears. In July 2019, CH4 emissions start to be observed intermittently until the end of the 237 
study period (Fig. S6 emitter F.3). 238 

Analysing the emitters individually, we also see that there is wide variability in their emitting 239 
frequency. Of the 29 points, 6 show emissions on only between 1 and 3% of the observed clear-240 
sky days, i.e., they rarely present emissions above our 1800 kg/h detection limit. On the opposite 241 
side, 5 points show emissions in more than 38% of the observed days. For example, Figure 3 242 
shows a S2 detection series from A.3 (29% emission frequency) whose emissions persist during 243 
the entire 2017-2020 period. The low frequencies imply that we have detected large CH4 emissions 244 
between 1 and 7 times during the whole observation period, these emissions could be explained 245 
by emergencies or well purging, that are very unusual events, and where the law allows the venting 246 
of large amounts of gas from flaring systems for a short period. However, the more frequent emitters 247 
would conflict with the "Rules for the Development of Hydrocarbon Fields" of the Turkmen law, 248 
which bans continuous gas flaring and venting (37). Detailed information on the frequency of 249 
emissions is provided in Table S1 and Figure 2, and the temporal evolution of each emitter in Fig. 250 
S6. 251 

We also look at the emissions of the region before our 2017-2020 core study period. First, the 252 
longer time series of L8 satellite data reveal that at least 15 of the 29 emitters identified in the study 253 
period were already emitting large amounts of CH4 before January 2017, as shown in Figure 3 (first 254 
window, right-hand side panel) and Fig. S7. Second, the SCIAMACHY sensor onboard ENVISAT 255 
(38) also provides information on the history of emissions in the area, in this case, at the regional 256 
scale. Comparing the distribution of our single detections with the regional XCH4 map from 257 
TROPOMI (Figs. 1-2), we can infer that the CH4 enhancement observed by TROPOMI in the 258 
northern part of the study area is the result of many moderate to high-frequency emitters, while in 259 
the south the areas of CH4 enhancement are related to one or a few very high-frequency emitters 260 
(Fig. S8). This relationship holds in older data from SCIAMACHY. Between 2003-2010 261 
SCIAMACHY already observed a higher CH4 concentration in the northern area of the SCB, over 262 
the Goturdepe and Barsa-Gelmez fields (emitters A.X and B.X) and another hot spot over the 263 
Korpeje (D.X) and Gamyshlja Gunorta (E.X) fields but did not observe a CH4 enhancement over 264 
the southernmost Keymir (F.X) and Akpatlavuk (G.X) fields. If we look at the year of installation of 265 
the facility, we find that most of the emitters in the first four fields already existed before 2010, but 266 
emitter F.1, which is the one with the highest frequency in Keymir, was built just in 2010, according 267 
to Landsat images, and emitter G.1, the only one in Akpatlavuk, was built in 2015. So, these two 268 
points did not contribute to the average result of the data collected by SCIAMACHY (Fig. S8). On 269 
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the other hand, emitters F.1 and G.1 did not exist during that time, and thus their emissions are 270 
only reflected in the TROPOMI data set.  271 

Occasional lookups of Landsat 5 (L5) historical data reveal that emissions have been present in 272 
these fields since, at least, 1987. Figure 5 shows emissions from three active sources in the past, 273 
other than those identified between 2017-2020. The first (P.1) is located about 200 m from source 274 
A.6 and records emissions from 1987 to, at least, 1999 very frequently. Two years after the last 275 
observed emission from P.1, the P.2 emitter, about 350 m north of A.6, began emitting continuously 276 
from June through, at least, September 2001. Finally, the third source (P.3) is 1.15 km from emitter 277 
A.4, and we have only identified one emission in the Landsat searches. As we do not have very 278 
high-resolution data for these dates, nor detailed information about the infrastructure, we have not 279 
attributed these emissions to any specific infrastructure. 280 

All these data demonstrate that this type of emission has been occurring for many years and that 281 
the origin of these long-term CH4 enhancements is in the venting of gas, mainly from oil and 282 
condensate fields. 283 

Flaring 284 

According to VIIRS data, flaring has been progressively decreasing over the SCB since 2016. For 285 
example, the flare volume in 2019 was about 40% lower than in 2012 (Fig. S9). This trend is the 286 
same if we look at the state-level data, where the flare volume has continuously decreased since 287 
VIIRS records have been kept, and in 2019 it is almost half of what it was in 2012 (2.42 billion cubic 288 
meters in 2012 and 1.34 billion cubic meters in 2019) (39).  289 

As we previously discussed, several of the CH4 emitters detected in our survey follow this trend of 290 
flaring reduction. In particular, C.1, C.2 and F.3 have flaring activity at the beginning of the 291 
monitoring but then change from flaring to gas emission. In addition, we have observed that at least 292 
six other emitters had an active flame in the past, but vented gas later (Fig. S1). The fact that 293 
several of the emitters currently venting CH4 showed flaring activity in the past suggests a 294 
relationship between the decrease in flaring at the expense of an increase of venting. 295 

The effect of the use of flaring can also be noticed in the TROPOMI data where, for example, we 296 
see the influence of point E.1 (high-frequency emitter of the Gamyshlja-Gunorta field). This emitter 297 
kept showing flaring activity until 2005 while it is emitting CH4 during the TROPOMI monitoring 298 
period. On the other hand, we hardly see the influence of the two Gogerendag emitters (C.1 and 299 
C.2), which kept the flare active until 2019, and their emissions are still not noticeable in the 300 
TROPOMI data (Fig. S8). 301 

 302 
Discussion  303 
 304 
In this study, we have used a combination of satellites to produce a large-scale survey of individual 305 
CH4 emitters active between 2017 and 2020 on the west coast of Turkmenistan, one of the world's 306 
largest CH4 hotspot regions as shown by TROPOMI observations. First, areas of interest within the 307 
region have been identified using medium-resolution data from TROPOMI. Two types of high-308 
resolution data (multi- and hyperspectral) have then been used to detect, quantify, and monitor the 309 
activity of the identified 29 strong CH4 emitters over time. In particular, hyperspectral satellites have 310 
mapped plumes with fluxes between 1.400 ± 400 kg/h and 19.600 ± 8.100 kg/h, which indicates 311 
that the emissions from Turkmenistan are often extremely high; the S2 multispectral satellite has 312 
enabled the systematic monitoring of emissions above 1800 kg/h, showing an increase in the 313 
number of detections in 2020 compared to the previous years, and the longer time series of the L5 314 
and L8 missions (1984-2012 and 2013-today respectively) has shown that several emitters have 315 
been venting CH4 beyond the S2 observation period. 316 
 317 
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The main results of this study reveal that the large amounts of CH4 emitted in this region are mainly 318 
due to the venting of gas from oil fields. We find that venting is related to the decrease in the use 319 
of flaring as a method to treat excess gas. Secondly, the emissions not related to venting are linked 320 
to the bad condition of the installations, concretely of the pipelines, which have gas leaks during 321 
long time periods. These emissions could be easily and rapidly fixed: in the case of inactive flares 322 
it would be sufficient to activate the flares, although other more sustainable methods as gas capture 323 
would be preferable (40); in the case of pipeline leaks, it is necessary to improve maintenance and 324 
surveillance. Identifying these high emitting sources is fundamental for any mitigation strategy, as 325 
their elimination would result in an important reduction of CH4 emissions. In particular, we estimate 326 
that the emissions identified in this study amount to 0.28 Tg a-1 (0.25-0.31 Tg a-1 95% confidence 327 
interval), which could be easily avoided. It is unknown how these numbers would scale to the global 328 
scale, but we can already speculate that a massive amount of CH4 emissions could indeed be 329 
avoided if greater control actions were taken on oil and gas extraction operations. 330 
 331 
The emitting sources found in the study only represent emitters above the detection limit of the 332 
satellites used in this work. In these cases, synergy with a regional mapper (and inverse modelling) 333 
such as TROPOMI or the upcoming MethanSAT missions could provide the full picture of emissions 334 
for the basin. In addition, rapid source identification and data interpretation can provide valuable 335 
clues to understand the problem in each case, and thus select appropriate methods for effective 336 
mitigation of smaller emissions. 337 
 338 
High-resolution satellites capable of detecting CH4 emissions, in combination with mid-resolution 339 
satellites with daily global coverage such as TROPOMI and its successor Sentinel-5 instruments, 340 
bring a new era in the monitoring of industrial emissions, both locally and globally, with the potential 341 
to provide early warnings in near real-time. In addition to the already operational high-resolution 342 
satellites (GHGSat, PRISMA, ZY1, S2 and Landsat), new missions such as MethaneSAT, EMIT, 343 
Carbon Mapper, EnMAP, CHIME or SBG are expected to reinforce possible monitoring systems 344 
even further. 345 
 346 
Our results also point to the risks of penalizing flaring without effective measures to control venting. 347 
The possibility of flaring cessation at the expense of venting is a problem that has been discussed 348 
in the past (40) since monitoring flaring is easy to carry out by satellites, but venting was easy to 349 
hide until now. Furthermore, the methods we use here can also be applied to track the progress of 350 
flare reduction strategies in other areas of the world. 351 
 352 
 353 
Materials and Methods 354 
 355 
Definition of the study area with TROPOMI XCH4 data 356 
 357 
The TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) sensor onboard ESA's Sentinel-5P satellite 358 
(19) provides daily global coverage of CH4 data with 7 km x 7 km (since August 2019 5.5 km x 7 359 
km) pixel resolution in nadir that allows finding areas with high CH4 concentration enhancements. 360 
The approximate location of the strongest sources in the study area has been identified using the 361 
wind rotation method introduced by Maasakkers et al. (2021) (28). After identification of an area 362 
with large CH4 concentrations, data from individual days is rotated around a possible target point 363 
using the wind direction at the location. In this manner, the scenes are rotated so that the wind 364 
vector is always pointing northward, these rotated scenes are then averaged. By doing these 365 
exercises for a full grid of points, the location can be determined where the mean downwind 366 
concentrations are most significantly enhanced compared to the mean upwind concentrations, 367 
resulting in the most likely location of the source (28). TROPOMI pinpointing identified five key 368 
points (see Fig. S10) where we started the search for point sources of emission. In addition, the 369 
Korpeje area was already known for its strong and frequent point source emissions (25). 370 
 371 
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High-resolution Hyperspectral & Multispectral data 372 
 373 
This study has used both hyperspectral and multispectral satellites, which are complementary for 374 
the detection and monitoring of CH4 emissions. Hyperspectral instruments offer a relatively high 375 
sensitivity to CH4 thanks to tens of spectral channels located around the strong CH4 absorption 376 
feature around 2300 nm, but acquisitions are made upon request and their coverage is sparse in 377 
space and time. In turn, multispectral systems provide frequent and spatially-continuous 378 
observations over any region on Earth, but with very limited sensitivity to CH4. 379 
 380 
Use of hyperspectral data for CH4 detection and quantification 381 
 382 
For this study, we have collected data from the ZY1 AHSI and PRISMA missions, which are the 383 
only two hyperspectral satellite missions sampling the 2300 nm spectral region and with an open 384 
data policy. The Chinese ZY1 mission was launched in September 2019 and has onboard the AHSI 385 
sensor whose images cover a 60X60 km2 area, while the Italian PRISMA mission, launched in 386 
March 2019, provides images with 30X30 km2 coverage. Both missions have a spatial resolution 387 
of 30 m.  388 
 389 
All hyperspectral data acquisitions took place during 2020 (the last year covered by this study). 390 
Acquisition requests were first made with a focus on the key points identified by TROPOMI, and 391 
then those were extended to other possible key areas (see the following subsection).  Due to the 392 
difficulty to obtain data from these sensors in the short term, we could not cover some areas in that 393 
time range. Many PRISMA images have been acquired from the catalogue, while others have been 394 
obtained based on requests for targeted locations. In total, we have obtained 12 images from 395 
PRISMA and one from ZY1 (see Fig. S11). 396 
 397 
The hyperspectral images have allowed us to observe CH4 emissions with 30m spatial resolution 398 
and quantify the emissions using the matched filter method (13). The quantification has been done 399 
with the integrated mass enhancement (IME) method (41), and we have used 1-h average 10-m 400 
wind (𝑈10) data from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System-Fast Processing (GEOS-FP) 401 
meteorological reanalysis product at 0.25°× 0.3125° resolution (42) to get the Flux Rates (Q). The 402 
details of our processing of hyperspectral data are provided in Guanter et al. (2021) (43). 403 
 404 
Use of multispectral data for CH4 monitoring 405 
 406 
For the temporal monitoring of emissions, we have used the Sentinel-2 Level 2A (L2A) product 407 
from both S2-A and B satellites of ESA's Copernicus program, whose data are openly available on 408 
the Copernicus Open Access Hub official portal.  409 
 410 
The S2 CH4 detection limit and the estimation of the emissions detected in S2 monitoring has been 411 
defined using the quantified plumes coincident with S2 detections, as the three satellites have 412 
approximately the same overpass time with a few minutes difference (between 2 and 5) in the 413 
observations used. We have identified nine simultaneous plumes indicating that the detection limit 414 
of S2 is close to 1800 kg/h (see Fig. S5). This relationship holds if the plume maintains 415 
concentrations above ~3800 ppm m. For example, in cases where the wind speed is very high, and 416 
the emitted gas disperses rapidly, the plume tail disappears, and the pixels in the plume have lower 417 
concentrations despite being associated with a high emission flux. There are several examples of 418 
this in Figure S4, where hyperspectral sensors detect plumes on 2020-07-31 and 2020-09-11 that 419 
S2 missed, i.e., S2 has not detected emissions with fluxes lower than 1800 kg/h that PRISMA and 420 
ZY1 have with a few minutes difference. This detection limit value is slightly lower than Varon et al. 421 
(2021) (27) indicated (~3000 kg/h) for the most optimal surfaces, as is the case in most of 422 
Turkmenistan. 423 
 424 
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The detection of single plumes from S2 data is often challenging because of its relatively low 425 
sensitivity to CH4 concentration enhancements. We have a priori predetermined areas with potential 426 
emitters on which to focus the search of possible plumes. These are: the area near the TROPOMI 427 
pinpoints (see Fig. S10), emission points detected in the ZY1 and PRISMA hyperspectral images 428 
(see Fig. S4), O&G extraction fields in the SCB according to (35, 36), pipeline crossings, flares that 429 
in the past had shown an active flame, and mud volcanoes. 430 
 431 
To detect CH4 emissions with S2, we have selected bands B11 and B12, with 20 m pixel resolution. 432 
The B11 band extends over a set of weak CH4 absorption lines near 1650 nm, and the B12 band 433 
includes stronger absorption lines in the 2200-2300 nm range so that the average optical depth of 434 
CH4 in B12 is five times that of B11 (27). The identification of emissions has been carried out using 435 
a dynamic multitemporal method, where we consider all observed days by both the S2 A and B 436 
satellites. We have applied the B12/B11 band ratio to the clear-sky days and, using the timelapse 437 
tool provided in the online service EO Browser of Sentinel Hub (44), we have obtained the 438 
continuous record of the time series of the study area (<3 km2 in each timelapse). We have 439 
discarded cloudy images with an automatic filter available in the EO Browser service and manually 440 
sandstorm days that do not allow a clear view of the surface. 441 
 442 
The S2 detection figures shown in this paper (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5) have been obtained applying the 443 
B12 and B11 bands ratio of two contiguous days from the same satellite and with the same orbit 444 
whenever possible, i.e., the equation described below but ensuring that the detection is taken by 445 
the same satellite, S2A or S2B from the same viewing, on both days. In this way, we try to avoid 446 
the increase of noise in the result due to miss-registration and viewing differences (45). 447 
 448 

𝑅 =
𝐵12 𝐵12′⁄

𝐵11 𝐵11′⁄
 449 

 450 
 451 
where R is the result of the band ratio B12 and B11 are the bands of the emission day, and B12’ 452 
and B11’ are the bands of the nearest clear-sky day observed with the same S2A or S2B satellite 453 
on which there is no emission. This method provides the CH4 plume avoiding the maximum 454 
interference in the signal from other surface components. 455 
 456 
The simple B12/B11 band ratios provide an image where CH4 pixels take low values (<0.9) which 457 
contrast with the rest of the surface that is close to 1. The result would be similar to the one 458 
proposed by Varon et al. (2021) (27) in the Multi-Band/Single-Pass (MBSP) method, but in this 459 
case, without normalising the band ratio and dynamically comparing the emission days with the 460 
adjacent days. The comparison of each image with the days immediately adjacent to it using the 461 
timelapse allows enhancing the CH4 signal by minimizing the effect of surface variability since the 462 
CH4 plumes change shape depending on the activity, emission intensity of each day, and the wind 463 
direction that normally changes from one day to another. This dynamic method has proven to be 464 
the most effective to identify the weakest emissions, which, analysed individually, would go 465 
unnoticed, and to lower the detection limit of S2 to about 1800 kg/h on the most optimal surfaces. 466 
The 20m pixel resolution of S2 and multiple observations of plumes from the same source have 467 
provided sufficient accuracy to identify the emission source. 468 
 469 
We have obtained the results for L5 and L8 in the same way as S2, but in this case, the bands 470 
extending over the weak CH4 absorption lines are B05 in the case of L5 (1550-1750 nm) and B06 471 
in the case of L8 (1570-1670 nm), and B07 covers the strong absorption lines in both cases (2080-472 
2350 nm in L5 and 2110-2290 nm in L8) with a 30 m resolution. In the case of L8, the overpass 473 
time is about 20 minutes different from ZY1, PRISMA and S2, so that coincident detections on the 474 
same day have not been considered valid for empirical comparison. We have used the data from 475 
the entire L5 time series (1984-2012) to observe specific locations with high emission potential, 476 
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and the L8 time series (2013-present) to observe all locations of emitters identified with S2. Both 477 
satellites have a revisit cycle of 16 days (46). 478 
 479 
Annual quantification 480 
 481 
We have estimated an integrated annual emission rate (Qa) from all 29 sources detected in this 482 
study with S2. For this estimation, we rely on the Q values estimated for the single plumes obtained 483 
from the hyperspectral data (Fig. S4) in order to obtain an average hourly flux rate (�̅�) 484 
characterizing the emissions in the area. This average flux rate is scaled in time using an average 485 
emission frequency number (𝑓)̅ which is obtained from the S2 plume detections (O. E. % in Table 486 
S1). The total annual emission rate is then given by: 487 
 488 
 489 

𝑄𝑎 = 24 · 365 · 𝑁 · 𝑄 · 𝑓 490 
 491 
 492 
where N is the number of emitters, i.e., 29 emission sources. 493 
 494 
This estimate is based on statistics from emission intensity and frequency data sampling the four 495 
years of monitoring covered in this study. The resulting annual flux only represents the annual 496 
emission flux from large emitters, and underestimates the real one, as only emissions above the 497 
S2 detection limit are considered in the calculation of the average emission frequency. As a result, 498 
we have obtained an annual estimate of 0.28 Tg of CH4 emitted per year, with a 95% confidence 499 
interval between 0.25 and 0.31 Tg a-1.  500 
 501 
The 95% confidence interval was obtained by non-parametric bootstrapping of all the results 502 
obtained from combining the Q of each of the 25 plumes with the emission frequencies (𝑓) of each 503 
of the 29 identified emitters. 504 
 505 
Emitter identification 506 
 507 
The identification of the sources was carried out by inspection of high-resolution visual images from 508 
Google Earth, Bing Maps and Esri, depending on the acquisition date available for each area on 509 
each platform.  510 
In the initial approach of the study, we also considered mud volcanoes as possible sources of CH4 511 
emission. However, after observing the different potential areas, it has not been possible to link any 512 
of the observed plumes to a mud volcano.  513 
In three cases, we were not able to identify the origin of the emissions due to lack of up-to-date 514 
very high-resolution surface imagery (in some southern areas most recent image is from 2015 and 515 
Planet's 3m/pix images are not enough for these cases) and insufficient geographic information 516 
about Turkmenistan's O&G infrastructure. 517 
Regarding the emitters identified as flares, there is a wide variety of flare systems within the O&G 518 
sector of which characteristics depend on multiple factors such as calorific power of the burning 519 
fuel, physical state (gas, liquid, or mixture), pressure, flow, geographic location for the population 520 
or other activities, availability of land for the installations, economic availability, ... In general, we 521 
can distinguish two main groups of flares: elevated flares that are mainly used in the burning of 522 
gaseous waste in plant emergencies (due to power failures, composition, and fires) and are more 523 
oriented to sudden alterations, and ground flares that are generally used for moderate or 524 
continuous flow. Linked to the second, we can distinguish a third group, the pit flares, which usually 525 
burn liquid or gaseous waste in unpopulated areas to meet environmental standards.  526 
In Turkmenistan, we have detected emissions from all three types of flares. Throughout the study, 527 
they have all been referred to as the same "flare" emitter type, although in Table S1, there is a 528 
more precise classification separating them into the three groups.  529 
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The identification of the emitters, mainly flares, has been verified by the Carbon Limits group, which 530 
has experience in field measurements in Turkmenistan. 531 
 532 
Flaring signal 533 
 534 
Flaring can be detected by satellites with bands in the SWIR, due to the flame's strong signal in 535 
that spectral region, with the emission peak at 1.6 µm (47). 536 
 537 
In the 2017-2020 period, three of the emission points have shown an intense signal in the B12 538 
band of S2 coming from flaring, i.e., those days the excess gas was burning instead of venting it 539 
directly to the atmosphere. These three points maintained a constant signal for several months until 540 
the flaring signal disappeared, and we started detecting CH4 emissions (see Fig. 4 Gogerendag 541 
case). S2 data are only available as of January 2017, so to check if there had been any faring 542 
signal in the past for the rest of the emitters, we have observed with Landsat 8, 7 and 5 data (up to 543 
1984) (48), using the Google Earth Engine platform, the historical VIIRS signal (up to 2012) using 544 
SkyTruth's flaring maps (39, 49), and FIRMS for MODIS (up to 2000) and additional information 545 
from VIIRS. We have also used historical high-resolution Google, Bing and Esri imagery to check 546 
if flaring was also used in the past, as the powerful flaring flames can also be seen in the visible 547 
(see Fig. S1). 548 
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Figures and Tables 671 

 672 
Figure 1. Representation of the study area. Left, oil and gas fields classified according to the type 673 
of production activity based on Rystad database (35): oil, gas, condensate, liquefied natural gas 674 
(LNG), and the combination of several of them; the location of processing plants, terminals, 675 
compressor stations and pipelines along the South Caspian Basin as provided in (36) are also 676 
depicted. Right, 0.1º composite of CH4 concentration in the atmospheric column from TROPOMI 677 
data between November 2018 and November 2020. Background satellite image from ESRI. 678 
 679 
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 681 
 682 
Figure 2. Spatial distribution of point emissions in Turkmenistan’s South Caspian Basin. The 683 
emission frequency corresponds to the number of emissions detected by S2 with respect to the 684 
number of clear-sky days with S2 overpasses between 2017 and 2020, where “high” represents an 685 
emission frequency range between 48 - 37 %, “medium” 37 - 15 %, “low” 15 - 3 %, and “very low” 686 
3 - 1 %. Emission points are labeled with alphanumeric codes. Codes with the same letter belong 687 
to the same field. Background images are extracted from the most recent high-resolution imagery 688 
in the ESRI, Google Satellite or Bing Aerial web portals. 689 
 690 
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 692 

  693 
Figure 3. Examples of emissions detected from the A.3 emission point (see Fig. 2). Left, plume 694 
detected by both ZY1 and S2 within a 3-minute time difference. Right, time series of plumes 695 
detected at A.3 with the S2 and L8 multispectral satellites. A true-color composite of the emission 696 
point, based on visual imagery, is shown in the lower right corner. The background image for all 697 
panels is from Bing Aerial. 698 
 699 
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 701 
 702 
Figure 4. Temporal evolution of emissions in the Goturdepe (A.X), Korpeje (D.X) and Gogerendag 703 
(C.X) fields, as well as the daily total number of active emissions detected from the 29 sites found 704 
in this study. The vertical axis indicates the number of points that were emitting or flaring at the 705 
same time on the same day. 706 
 707 
  708 
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 709 

Figure 5. Examples of  plume detections in the Goturdepe field using historical data from the L5 710 
multispectral satellite mission. On the left, the general map showing the location of P.1, P.2 and 711 
P.3 emitters, which were active during the L5 monitoring period, and the nearby emitters (A.4, 712 
A.5, and A.6) active during the S2 monitoring period. On the right, some of the detected plumes 713 
from P.1, P.2 and P.3. The background image of all panels is from ESRI Satellite.   714 
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Table 1. Classification of oil and gas production fields where emissions have been found. "Field" 715 
refers to the name of the field; "Oil and Gas Category" is the type of production activity in each field; 716 
"Production" is the amount of production in kbbl/day in the years 2018-2020; "Number of emitters" 717 
is the number of emitting points that have been found in each field; "Detected emissions" is the 718 
number of days with emissions that have been observed by year; and "Total emissions" is the total 719 
number of plumes observed in each field in the entire study period. Oil and Gas category and 720 
production data is based on Rystad database (35).  721 

Field 
Oil and Gas 

Category 

Production (kbbl/d) Number 
of 

emitters 

Detected emissions Total 
emissions 2018 2019 2020 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Goturdepe 
Crude Oil 43.014 30.000 30.137 

10 138 50 64 141 393 Condensate 0.001 0.001 0.001 
NGL 0.060 0.042 0.042 

Barsa-Gelmez 
Crude Oil 28.000 20.000 13.667 

4 32 39 23 32 126 Condensate 0.001 0.001 0.059 
NGL 0.021 0.015 0.029 

Gogerendag 
Crude Oil 0.000 0.000 0.007 

2 0 0 3 21 24 Condensate 0.003 0.004 0.009 

Korpeje 

Crude Oil 0.003 0.003 0.046 
7 45 25 43 74 187 

Condensate 0.002 0.002 0.002 
NGL 0.160 0.160 0.158 
Gas 18.919 18.919 18.879 

Gamyshlja 
Gunorta 

Crude Oil 0.004 0.003 0.768 
2 7 14 24 28 73 Condensate 0.003 0.003 0.683 

Keymir 
Crude Oil 0.003 0.004 4.648 

3 7 17 25 41 90 Condensate 0.001 0.001 4.212 
NGL 0.028 0.028 0.650 

Akpatlavuk 
Crude Oil 0.004 0.003 0.000 

1 21 16 12 2 51 Condensate 0.003 0.003 0.000 
Total  90.23 69.19 74.00 28 250 161 194 339 944 

 722 
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 739 

Fig. S1. Flares with active flaring in the past and current inactive appearance seen in RGB.  Bottom 740 
right two examples of active flares as seen in the Landsat 7 (L7) B7 and S2 B12 bands (points D.7 741 
and C.2 respectively), i.e. in the CH4 absorption bands. In the Landsat B7 and S2 B12 bands, the 742 
CH4 absorbs the signal (low values), while the flaring emits a very high signal (very high values) 743 
compared to the surface. 744 
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 747 

Fig. S2. Distribution of the detected points according to the field they belong to. The area of the 748 
fields is based on the data from Rose et al. 2018 (36). The extension of some fields has been 749 
manually updated due to their expansion in recent years. 750 
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 753 

Fig. S3. The evolution of the E.2 emission point seen in RGB before, during and after the emissions 754 
derived from a leak. During the emission period a black liquid emanating from the emission point 755 
is visible. 756 
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 760 

Fig. S4. All CH4 plumes detected with the ZY1 and PRISMA hyperspectral satellites in the survey 761 
period. The color scale corresponding to each plume is indicated with the color of the map outline 762 
(black, red, or green).  763 
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 764 

Fig. S5. Simultaneous detections of Sentinel 2 (S2) CH4 plumes with PRISMA and ZY1 satellites 765 
within minutes of each other. 766 
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Fig. S6. The temporal evolution of the 29 emitters identified during 2017-2020 with S2, where 772 
green lines indicate no emission day, red lines indicate emission, and yellow lines indicate active 773 
flaring. Cloudy sky days are not included in the series. The Goturdepe (A.X) and Barsa-Gelmez 774 
(B.X) emitters contain double data days because two S2 orbits overlap in that area.  775 
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  777 

Fig. S7. Some Landsat 8 detections from sources that record emissions prior to Sentinel 2 778 
monitoring period.   779 
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 780 
Fig. S8. Combination of moderate and low-resolution data from TROPOMI and SCIAMACHY 781 
sensors respectively with the emitter points indicated. On the left, the oversampled TROPOMI data 782 
between 2018 and 2020 combined with the emitters represented in terms of emission frequency. 783 
On the right the SCIAMACHY data oversampled to a 0.1º x 0.1º grid between 2003 and 2010 784 
combined with the emitters found in this study classified according to their possible contribution to 785 
the SCIAMACHY data, i.e., whether the emitter existed before 2010 (it could have contributed to 786 
the CH4 enhancement), post-2010 (it could not have contributed), undefined (unidentified emitters) 787 
or if it was constructed just in 2010 (it existed in the SCIAMACHY observation period but its 788 
contribution should be minimal). 789 
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 792 

Fig. S9. VIIRS detected flaring over the years. On the left, inside the blue box, the onshore area of 793 
the South Caspian Basin that has been studied in this work, with the points where VIIRS detected 794 
flaring between 2012 and 2019. On the right the flared gas volume in that area according to VIIRS 795 
records each year (47). These data have been obtained from SkyTruth's Annual Flare Volume map 796 
(39). 797 
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 800 

Fig. S10. The locations pinpointed by TROPOMI (blue triangles), and the emitter points (purple 801 
circles) found in the study. 802 
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 804 

Fig. S11. Spatial coverage of ZY1 and PRISMA hyperspectral data used in this work. 805 
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Table S1. Emissions point list. Where "Point ID" is the identifying name assigned to this study. Lat 807 
and Long coordinates of the emitter. "Emitter" the type of emitter or source. "O. E. %" is Observed 808 
emission %, that is, the percentage of clear-sky days with emissions above the detection limit of 809 
S2, and this data is used throughout the document to refer to the emission frequency. "Field" field 810 
where it is located. 811 

Point ID Lat Long Emitter O.E.% Field 

A.1 39.50741 53.58981 Ground flare 29 Goturdepe 

A.2 39.49687 53.6367 Ground flare 20 Goturdepe 

A.3 39.4968 53.63771 Ground flare 29 Goturdepe 

A.4 39.52148 53.77274 Pit flare 1 Goturdepe 

A.5 39.52137 53.77903 Ground flare 1 Goturdepe 

A.6 39.4739 53.74292 Ground flare 1 Goturdepe 

A.7 39.46428 53.78836 Pit flare 21 Goturdepe 

A.8 39.4616 53.77502 Undefined 27 Goturdepe 

A.9 39.45965 53.77921 Undefined 3 Goturdepe 

A.10 39.44955 53.68117 Pipeline 9 Goturdepe 

B.1 39.36045 53.76506 Undefined 18 Barsa-Gelmez 

B.2 39.38584 53.83516 Ground flare 2 Barsa-Gelmez 

B.3 39.37841 53.83704 Ground flare 14 Barsa-Gelmez 

B.4 39.35498 53.87509 Ground flare 10 Barsa-Gelmez 

C.1 38.85515 54.23498 Ground flare 7 Gogerendag 

C.2 38.85308 54.23684 Ground flare 10 Gogerendag 

D.1 38.57959 54.20931 Ground flare 1 Korpeje 

D.2 38.55747 54.20049 Ground flare 41 Korpeje 

D.3 38.55849 54.20353 Pit flare 26 Korpeje 

D.4 38.51871 54.20393 Ground flare 7 Korpeje 

D.5 38.50798 54.19769 Ground flare 8 Korpeje 

D.6 38.50629 54.1976 Ground flare 7 Korpeje 

D.7 38.49393 54.19764 Ground flare 39 Korpeje 

E.1 38.33078 54.02832 Ground flare 42 Gamyshlja Gunorta 

E.2 38.36017 54.03149 Pipeline 10 Gamyshlja Gunorta 

F.1 37.90825 53.89857 Elevated flare 48 Keymir 

F.2 37.9286 53.91623 Pit flare 12 Keymir 

F.3 37.92913 53.92431 Pit flare 15 Keymir 

G.1 37.71665 53.92702 Pit flare 38 Akpatlavuk 

 812 
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